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ALCOHOL FREE & LOW ABV
SPIRITS

SEEDLIP [distilled non-alcoholic spirit, perfect with Fever Tree tonic] | Spice 94 | 50ml | £3.50
Aromatic spices, citrusy top notes of lemon & grapefruit, & a bitter finish of oak & cascarilla bark.

SEEDLIP [distilled non-alcoholic spirit, perfect with Fever Tree tonic] | Grove 42 | 50ml | £3.50
Orange & mandarin notes, blood orange tones, hints of ginger & lemongrass, a dry peppercorn finish.

SELTZERS
Special introductory price: £2.50 IN or OUT

SOMETHING & NOTHING | Yuzu Seltzer | 0.0% | 330ml can
Made with the Japanese citrus fruit, Yuzu, this tastes like the sound a band would make if their

members were a tangerine, grapefruit and a lemon...and you could actually taste sound. Contains

grape & lemon juice to give balance and a full flavour [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

SOMETHING & NOTHING | Hibiscus & Rose Seltzer | 0.0% | 330ml can
Sharp, refreshing, botanical & definitely unexpected. Tastes like: Refreshment from another

dimension. Contains grape & lemon juice to give balance and a full flavour [Vegan] [Gluten Free]



BEER
LUCKY SAINT | Lager | 0.5% | 330ml bottle | £4.00 IN / £2.50 OUT

Unfiltered, bottom fermented lager [Vegan]

TINY REBEL | Clwb Tropica N/A | 0.5% | 330ml can | £4.00 IN / £2.50 OUT
A non-alcoholic party in a can. This is what happens when you slice PINEAPPLES, squeeze MANGOS,

crush PEACHES and pummel PASSIONFRUIT into a Non-Alcoholic IPA [Lactose]

BIG DROP | Pine Trail Pale | 0.5% | 330ml can | £4.00 IN / £2.50 OUT
Hopped with Magnum, Mosaic & Amarillo to give floral aromas, a light limey citrus bite on the palate,

and a blanched bitterness on the finish [Lactose] [Gluten Free]
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